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Successful Explorer in Nevada
Renaissance Gold (TSX-V:REN) is a prospect generator exploring for gold and silver deposits
in the Great Basin of the western U.S. Renaissance is the spinout of the highly successful AuEx
Ventures, Inc. that brought the Long Canyon gold deposit and the
Pequop Gold District to prominence and created tremendous
shareholder value. In 2017, Renaissance acquired Kinetic Gold
Corp, adding 9 high quality projects to the portfolio and
strengthening the management and technical team.
Today we have just 62 million shares outstanding
The tight share structure allows for a potentially meaningful per
share value appreciation that could result from a discovery. Our
current portfolio of exploration projects in Nevada includes a mix of
grass roots exploration targets and more advanced projects. The
portfolio approach reduces exploration risk associated with any one
property and improves our chances of making a discovery.

Gold Deposits

Nevada Focused
Exploration Expertise
Renaissance is confident that management’s extensive
exploration experience and state of the art technical
capability that guided AuEx into a major discovery at
Long Canyon will continue to direct the Company toward
new discoveries resulting in strong growth potential
for shareholders. The Company believes that
its prospect generator/joint venture business model is
the most effective strategy for junior explorers by
minimizing dilution of shareholders and leveraging risk
to partners.
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